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Author Bio: 
Andrew L. Urban, an author, journalist, and documentary 
filmmaker, fled Hungary as a child during the 1956 
revolution, eventually settling in Australia. He has written 
for many publications and has authored investigative 
books on wrongful convictions. His first book, Murder  
by the Prosecution explored several wrongful convictions 
and was described by Margaret Cunneen SC as ‘troubling 
expose’. He has published the online Wrongful  
Convictions Report since 2018. Since 1985, before turning 
his journalistic attention to miscarriages of justice,  
Andrew was a prolific film journalist and covered the 
Cannes Film Festival for 20 years for both screen trade 
publications and mainstream media. 
Chris McLeod is an Australian author and former 
newspaper journalist and executive. He was Foreign Editor 
and News Editor at the Newcastle Morning Herald and 
News Editor at the Melbourne Herald. He is an author and 
researcher for floggerblogger.com with an interest in 
sport, transport, and mystery. 

Zelensky - The Frontline President

By Andrew L. Urban and Chris Mcleod 

Key Sales Points: 
* Insider accounts of President Zelensky’s hands-on
leadership of the war against Russia.
* A detailed look into Putin’s survival and his popularity at
home in Kremlin, the Ukrainian diaspora, the use of drones
for the war and the large and obsolete Russian military
against the smaller but more modern and effective Ukraine
military.
* A profile on Olena Zelenska, President Zelensky’s wife.

In the first week of September 2022, President Volodymyr 
Zelensky sat down for a meal with soldiers in their field 
canteen, just 700 metres from enemy lines in the Donetsk 
region. He was given a briefing on the battle situation.  

Unlike Vladimir Putin grandstanding in the sanctuary of the 
Kremlin some 1,000 kilometres from that field canteen, 
Zelensky is leading his military, both psychologically, 
emotionally, and physically.  

This sequel to the first book on the Ukrainian President in 
the early days of 2022, soon after the invasion by the 
Russian Federation had begun, paints a complex and 
gripping picture of how Zelensky continued to conduct 
himself and led the Ukrainian nation’s fight to retain the 
country, the land, and the people. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781922810922 
Due Date: 21/02/2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 234 X 153 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 220 
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Author Bio: 
Andrew L. Urban, an author, journalist, and documentary 
filmmaker, fled Hungary as a child during the 1956 
revolution, eventually settling in Australia. His first book, 
Murder by the Prosecution (9781925642537) explored 
several wrongful convictions and was described by 
Margaret Cunneen SC as ‘troubling expose’. He has 
published the online Wrongful Convictions Report since 
2018. He was Channel Host on World Movies for five  
years. He co-published with his wife Louise, the online 
movie magazine Urban Cinefile for 20 years. His most 
recent works include Gladys and Climate Alarm Reality. 

Tasmanian Devils: The Wrongful Conviction 
of Sue Neill-Fraser
Murder By The Prosecution Vol. 2 

By Urban Andrew L. 

Key Sales Points: 
* Includes 60 minutes witness transcript of the headline-
making Vass “interview”, excerpts of Sue Neill-Fraser’s
prison diary and many more.
* A detailed look into the failure of police to disclose
proper evidence, the missed clues in the statutory
declaration that led to the conviction and the irony of the
Integrity Commission’s lack of integrity and logic.

Never faltering in her claim of innocence, Sue Neill-Fraser 
was released on parole in October 2022, after 13 dark 
years in a Hobart prison for murdering her partner, Bob 
Chappell. But her rightful fight to quash her wrongful 
conviction continues.  

This book reveals the entire shocking case of Sue Neill-
Fraser, whose crime was invented, and her conviction 
protected by the Tasmanian devils of the entire legal 
establishment, including the police, the Office of the 
Director of Public Prosecutions, the political leadership, the 
Legal Profession Board, and the Integrity Commission. 
Based on speculation without evidence, her conviction has 
drawn condemnation from over 36,000 petitioners, 
lawyers, barristers and much of the media.  

In Vol.1 (9781925642537), investigative journalist and 
author Andrew L. Urban traced the first stage of this 
shocking miscarriage of justice; in Vol.2 he reveals the full 
extent of a catastrophic failure of Tasmania’s legal system. 
Now, after two dismal appeals that followed the trial, 
there are still plenty of grounds to appeal again – and to 
have the conviction quashed. There is hope, but it needs 
the swell of public pressure to disarm the power of 
Tasmania’s legal ‘club’. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781922810915 
Due Date: 21/02/2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 234 X 153 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 220 
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The Beatles 1963
A Year in the Life 

By Rees Dafydd 

At the start of 1963, The Beatles were a successful local 
Liverpool band with one hit single; twelve months, two 
albums and the arrival of Beatlemania later, they were on 
the cusp of world domination.     

Featuring daily entries covering every pivotal event, The 
Beatles - 1963 draws on hundreds of new eyewitness 
accounts and provides numerous unseen photographs.    
Meticulously researched, this is the definitive account of 
the momentous year that sent John, Paul, George and 
Ringo to stratospheric heights. 

AUD RRP: $57.99 ISBN-13: 9781913172220 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 234 X 156 

Pages: 544 

Simple Minds 
Heart Of The Crowd 

By Houghton Richard 

Heart of the Crowd is an official oral history of Simple 
Minds, mixing over 800 fan anecdotes with those of band 
members and other collaborators and with an 
introduction written by Jim Kerr.  

The book also features never seen photographs, 
collectable memorabilia and fans pictures capturing their 
live performances. 

AUD RRP: $60.99 ISBN-13: 9781739582777 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Illustration: Colour Section(S) 
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The Jam 1982 
 
 
 
By Buckler Rick 
OMNIBUS PRESS 
 
 

This richly illustrated oral history account of The Jam's 
rollercoaster final year, led principally by the voice of Jam 
drummer Rick Buckler, contains several previously unseen 
images, and takes in everything from the recording and 
release of final studio album The Gift and the rigours of 
the road to the announcement of the split, the final tours, 
The Tube and more. 
 
AUD RRP: $52.99 ISBN-13: 9781913172695 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 267 X 204 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 176 

  

 

 
 

Whitney Houston 
 
 
 
By McHugh Carolyn 
SONA BOOKS 
 
 

Whitney Houston was certified as the most awarded 
female artist of all time by Guinness World Records and 
sold over 200 million records worldwide. Houston 
released seven studio albums and two soundtrack albums 
and is regarded as one of the greatest artists and female 
vocalists of all time. She signed Arista Records at the age 
of 19. This is her story. 
 
AUD RRP: $48.99 ISBN-13: 9781912918584 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 267 X 210 
 Pages: 128 

 
  

 

 
 

Live (Xcerpts) - 
The Story of The 
Stranglers 
 
 
 
By Houghton Richard 
OMNIBUS PRESS 
 
 

This official book is an oral history of The Stranglers, 
mixing hundreds of fan anecdotes with memories from 
the band, their collaborators, other musicians, and 
celebrity admirers garnered from 50 years of recording 
and performing. 
 
AUD RRP: $91.99 ISBN-13: 9781739582708 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 25 X 20 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 320 

  

 

 
 

The Birth of Rock 
'n' Roll 
 
 
 
By Guralnick Peter 
OMNIBUS PRESS 
 
 

The first official history of Sun Records. Written by two of 
the most acclaimed music writers of our time, The Birth 
of Rock n' Roll: 70 Years of Sun Records looks at this 
history of this legendary label through the lens of 70 of its 
most iconic recordings. 
 
AUD RRP: $91.99 ISBN-13: 9781913172947 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 304 X 241 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 256 
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Listening to the Music 
the Machines Make 

By Evans Richard 
OMNIBUS PRESS 

Listening to the Music the Machines Make is the 
revolutionary story of electronic pop from 1978 to 1983, 
a true golden age of British music. This definitive account 
explores how krautrock, disco, glam rock, and punk 
inspired a new generation to rip up the rulebook 

AUD RRP: $57.99 ISBN-13: 9781913172336 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 234 X 156 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 528 

The Book of 
Broadway Musical 
Debates, Disputes, 
and Disagreements 

By Filichia Peter 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

The Book of Broadway Musical Debates, Disputes and 
Disagreements is purposely meant to start arguments and 
to settle them. Among lovers of musical theater, opinions 
are never in short supply, and Filichia addresses the most 
dividing questions and opinions in one book. 

AUD RRP: $57.99 ISBN-13: 9781493067947 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 312 

You Started It 

By McNab Ken 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

McNab provides fresh takes on the human stories behind 
the in-fighting that saw a stairway to heaven become a 
highway to hell for the biggest bands of this or any other 
time. Charts the tales of rock 'n' roll excess and internal 
strife. 

AUD RRP: $51.99 ISBN-13: 9781493067800 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 296 

Bruce Springsteen 

By Colombati Leonardo 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Like a Killer in the Sun is a book for anyone who wants to 
listen to a powerful and inspired voice coming from the 
heart of America. The book also contains Springsteen's 
biography and discography, plus an exclusive interview 
with Bruce Springsteen. 

AUD RRP: $47.99 ISBN-13: 9781493065424 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 162 

Pages: 608 
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Muppets in Moscow 

By Rogoff Natasha Lance 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Muppets in Moscow is the incredible true story of the 
author's odyssey to create Sesame Street in Russia. It 
reveals how--in between bombings and political chaos in 
1990s Moscow--a team of Russian and American artists, 
producers, educators, writers, and puppeteers overcame 
their many differences to create an unprecedented hit. 

AUD RRP: $55.99 ISBN-13: 9781538161289 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 304 

Every Picture Hides a 
Story 

By Cane William 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

No book, however, has ever attempted to provide an 
overview of the technical sophistication and arcane 
methods that artists worldwide have used to conceal 
secret meaning in their work. Every Picture Hides a Story 
is the first book to expose the subliminal content in the 
world's greatest paintings. 

AUD RRP: $55.99 ISBN-13: 9781538161364 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 272 

Sally Rand 

By Hazelgrove William 
Elliott 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

She would appear in more than thirty films and be named 
after a Road Atlas by Cecil B Demille. A football play would 
be named after her. She would appear on To Tell the 
Truth. She would be arrested six times in one day for 
indecency. She would be immortalized in the final scene 
of The Right Stuff, cartoons, popular culture, and live on. 

AUD RRP: $40.99 ISBN-13: 9781493067411 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 280 

There's a Body in the 
Window Seat! 

By Dennis Charles 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

There's a Body in the Window Seat! is a detailed history of 
one of the most beloved American murder-mysteries and 
comedies, Arsenic and Old Lace. Learn the answers to 
these intriguing questions and more in There's a Body in 
the Window Seat! 

AUD RRP: $40.99 ISBN-13: 9781493067855 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 168 
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The Australian and New Zealand Business 
Franchise Guide 15/e

By Various 

Key Sales Points: 
* Your key to buying, managing, and profiting from your
own franchise.
* Authored by franchising experts.
* The Australia & New Zealand Business Franchise Guide
is your introduction and manual to the world of
franchising.
* Previous Edition ISBN 9780648779520

Franchising has many advantages of independent 
business ownership and is a valid option for the budding 
entrepreneur.  

In this publication we bring together a collection of 
franchise sector experts who have imparted their 
knowledge to help you become your own boss and start 
your journey well-armed with the knowledge you need to 
make an informed decision. 

AUD RRP: $14.95 ISBN-13: 9780648779537 
Due Date: 01/01/2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 150 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 104 

The Value Flywheel Effect
Power the Future and Accelerate Your Organization to the 
Modern Cloud 

By Anderson David 

It's no secret that technology is moving faster than ever, 
but current business/IT strategies are not working. To 
survive the next wave of transformation, the relationship 
between businesses and technology must evolve.  

In The Flywheel Effect, David Anderson enables leaders to 
create an adaptive organization built upon embracing 
strategic thinking, team focus, and reduced time to value 
to drive business results. The Flywheel Effect is a 
technique already being used by next-generation leaders 
and companies to succeed in the modern competitive 
landscape. Combining the power derived from the Value 
Flywheel and the situational clarity provided by Wardley 
Mapping, organizations can sense and respond to change, 
easily navigating the rough waves ahead, including 
migrating to the cloud and serverless. Every company that 
uses technology must act differently from the companies 
of yesterday.  

In The Flywheel Effect, David Anderson shows 
organizations how to understand and utilize the socio-
technical intersection between business, technology, and 
people, giving your organization the edge, it needs to 
navigate future challenges and build maximum situational 
awareness. 

AUD RRP: $51.99 ISBN-13: 9781950508570 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Pages: 320 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) 
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WordPress in easy steps 3/e

By Bartlett Darryl 

WordPress in easy steps, 3rd edition is an ideal companion 
for anyone who wants an affordable website for business 
or for blogging. Now in its third edition, this informal and 
friendly guide covers:     
* Getting started with WordPress,
* Working with the WordPress dashboard,
* Creating site content and adding media,
* Searching and finding a suitable theme,
* Finding and installing plugins,
* Getting visitors to comment and give feedback,
* Creating your online store,
* Getting noticed on search engines, ensuring your site
works on all devices, and more.

Written for the non-technically minded, this guide will 
help you develop your website from scratch or serve as a 
handy reference to enhance your website without having 
to keep going back to the developer.  
A great investment! Updated for WordPress 6. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781840789843 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 227 X 186 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 192 

iPhone for Seniors in easy steps 9/e
For all models of iPhone with iOS 16 

By Vandome Nick 

iPhone for Seniors in easy steps, 9th edition covers all 
models of iPhone using iOS 16. It’ll show the reader how 
to:  
* Make and receive calls and send messages,
* Use FaceTime to make video calls, and have fun sharing
music or video clips on FaceTime calls,
* Find apps to stay healthy, shop online, plan your
vacation, get instant news, and keep on top of everyday
tasks,
* Make secure payments using your iPhone,
* Customize your iPhone and notifications,
* Explore the iTunes Music Library; share music, videos,
apps, calendars and photos with children and
grandchildren.

Written in larger type and using non-technical language, 
iPhone for Seniors in easy steps, 9th edition will help the 
reader get more out of their iPhone. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781840789829 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 227 X 186 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 192 
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The Fabulous Fibonacci Numbers

By Posamentier Alfred S. 

The most ubiquitous, and perhaps the most intriguing, 
number pattern in mathematics is the Fibonacci 
sequence. In this simple pattern beginning with two ones, 
each succeeding number is the sum of the two numbers 
immediately preceding it (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, ad 
infinitum). Far from being just a curiosity, this sequence 
recurs in structures found throughout nature - from the 
arrangement of whorls on a pinecone to the branches of 
certain plant stems. All of which is astounding evidence 
for the deep mathematical basis of the natural world.  

With admirable clarity, two veteran math educators take 
us on a fascinating tour of the many ramifications of the 
Fibonacci numbers. They begin with a brief history of a 
distinguished Italian discoverer, who, among other 
accomplishments, was responsible for popularizing the 
use of Arabic numerals in the West. And of course, in 
mathematics, as the authors amply demonstrate, there 
are almost boundless applications in probability, number 
theory, geometry, algebra, and Pascal's triangle, to name 
a few.  

Accessible and appealing to even the most math-phobic 
individual, this fun and enlightening book allows the 
reader to appreciate the elegance of mathematics and its 
amazing applications in both natural and cultural settings. 

AUD RRP: $47.99 ISBN-13: 9781633889064 
Due Date: 10/02/2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 224 X 153 

Pages: 385 

Quantum Fuzz
The Strange True Makeup of Everything Around Us 

By Walker Michael S. 

Quantum physics has turned our commonsense notion of 
reality on its head. This accessible book describes in 
layperson's terms the strange phenomena that exist at 
the quantum level--a world of tiny dimensions where 
nothing is predictable, where we rethink causality, and 
information seemingly travels faster than light. The 
author, a veteran physicist, uses illuminating analogies 
and jargon-free language to illustrate the basic principles 
of the subatomic world and show how they explain 
everything from the chemistry around us to the formation 
of galaxies. He also explains how scientists and engineers 
interact with this nebulous reality and, despite its 
mysteries, achieve results of great precision. Up front is a 
brief history of the early 20th-century "quantum 
revolution," focusing on some of the brilliant individuals 
whose contributions changed our view of the world--
Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Paul Dirac, Werner 
Heisenberg, Erwin Schroedinger, and others. The work 
concludes with a discussion of the many amazing 
inventions that have resulted from quantum theory, 
including lasers, semiconductors, and the myriad of 
electronic devices that use them. Lucidly written, this 
book conveys the excitement of discovery while 
expanding the reader's appreciation for a science that 
explores the basis of everything we know. 

AUD RRP: $47.99 ISBN-13: 9781633889057 
Due Date: 10/02/2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 224 X 152 

Pages: 448 
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Great Walks on the England Coast Path 
30 classic walks on the longest National Trail 
 
By McCloy Andrew 
 
Guidebook to 30 routes celebrating the best day and 
weekend walks on the England Coast Path. Includes a 
varied selection of linear and circular walks along the 
country's diverse shoreline, on cliff paths, estuaries, 
beaches, and saltmarsh. Routes from 9 to 45km to suit all 
ages and abilities, many of which can be enjoyed all year 
round.  
 
At around 4500km (2800 miles), the England Coast Path is 
the longest coastal trail in the world. This inspirational 
large-format guide presents a handpicked selection of 30 
highlight sections, offering a taste of England's stunning 
and diverse shoreline. Routes range from 9 to 45km, 
spanning between 3 hours and 2 days, offering options to 
suit all abilities. They can be accessed by public transport 
and are walkable year-round (weather permitting!). 
 
Incorporating beautiful photography of England's 
coastline, the guide will encourage you to explore both 
well-loved and less well-known parts of the English 
shoreline, from soaring cliffs to wildlife-rich estuaries, 
from huge golden beaches to atmospheric marshes. 
Capturing the rich heritage and glorious contrasts of 
England's coast, the routes offer something for everyone, 
whether your passion is for escape or adventure, geology 
or nature, castles, or culture.  
 
AUD RRP: $48.99 ISBN-13: 9781852849894 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 220 
 Pages: 208 

 

  

 

 
Hiking in Hong Kong 
Wilson, Maclehose, Hong Kong, and Lantau Trails and 21-
day walks 
 
By Whitmarsh Simon 
 
The multi-day Wilson, Maclehose, Hong Kong and Lantau 
Trails and 25-day walks (from easy to challenging) on the 
fascinatingly diverse Hong Kong archipelago, including 
Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, the New Territories, and the 
islands. With notes on plants, wildlife, and geology 
(including the UNESCO-listed geopark) and public 
transport information. Although Hong Kong is often 
thought of as intrinsically urban, just a short distance 
from the big cities are lush mountains and attractive and 
varied countryside. This guide presents the highlights of 
this hiking-friendly territory, detailing 21 graded day walks 
and four short treks: Hong Kong Trail (presented in 3-day 
stages), Lantau Trail (5 days), MacLehose Trail (5 days) 
and Wilson Trail (5 days). The day walks - of 5 to 22.5km - 
cover Hong Kong, Kowloon, the New Territories, and the 
islands and range from easy hikes suitable for families to 
challenging ascents of Hong Kong's highest peaks. The 
territory's compact nature and excellent public transport 
infrastructure make it easy to access the routes. 
 
The guide has all you need to explore Hong Kong's 
excellent network of trails. Route description is 
accompanied by clear mapping and there are 
comprehensive notes - including Chinese place names - to 
help visitors navigate the public transport system. 
 
AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781786310514 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 172 X 116 
 Pages: 264 
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Reading Weather 
The Field Guide to Forecasting the Weather 
 
By Woodmencey Jim 
 
Reading Weather provides a quick and simple way to 
understand how the atmosphere works, how to interpret 
and use weather forecasts before venturing outdoors, and 
how to make your own forecast in the field by observing 
the changes in the weather.  
 
This fully updated and revised reference will arm you with 
the meteorological knowledge necessary to make good 
decisions on whether to proceed or retreat in the face of 
a storm.  
 
Also included are helpful definitions, tables, and simplified 
graphics of common weather features. 
 
AUD RRP: $26.99 ISBN-13: 9781493067091 
Due Date: 01/10/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 178 X 108 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 128 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Videography 
 
By Brown Margaret 
 
Key Sales Points: 
Videography provides easy to follow tips and advice on:  
* Camera types, 
* Camera settings, 
* Recording soundtracks, 
* Time-lapse and interval recording, 
* Shooting tips, 
* Editing your video, 
* Sharing your movies. 
 
Videography teaches you how to create high quality 
videos. This easy to read, fully illustrated guide starts with 
advice on selecting the most suitable camera for your 
videos, covering everything from smartphones through to 
professional equipment. 
 
Videography shows you the key camera settings and 
provides advice on recording soundtracks, time-lapse and 
interval recording.  
 
This book gives you expert video shooting tips on 
focusing, steadiness, aperture, depth of field, framing, 
audio, lighting, and continuity. Videography includes 
advice on editing your video, the best software to use, 
and the many ways you can share your videos. 
 
AUD RRP: $19.99 ISBN-13: 9781922156488 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 80 
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Crochet Slouchy Hats and Beanies ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

King Julie 

Keep warm while looking your best with these quick and easy crocheted 
hat designs! Whether you prefer a slouchy hat, a beanie, or the  
author's favourite hybrid, the slouchy beanie, you are sure to find a 
favourite in these 14 unique and colourful patterns. Make several in  
your favorited hues, and you'll have a hat to match whatever you wear. 
Great for gifts, too! A variety of stitch patterns keep the work  
interesting, and detailed instructions ensure success. 

AUD RRP: $24.99 
ISBN13: 9780811771085 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 279 X 216 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

Crochet Tank Tops ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Rosner Sandi 

Crocheted fashion isn't just for cold weather! With these 9 refreshing 
designs, you can crochet yourself fashionable sleeveless tops that fit  
your style. Each piece is perfect on its own or worn as a layer. You'll find 
a wide range of looks worked in warm-weather fibres, such as cotton 
and linen, that are fun to crochet and easy to wear. These versatile 
designs work equally well with skinny or relaxed-fit jeans, leggings, 
shorts, or skirts, whether you're dressing up or going out to play. 

AUD RRP: $24.99 
ISBN13: 9780811771399 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 279 X 216 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

Wild and Woolly Knitted Animals ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Kellner Sara Elizabeth 

Discover the creatures of the wild outdoors! Through the eyes of our 
naturalist knitter, you'll discover a world of interesting creatures. Inside, 
you'll find her sketches of animals in their habitat, scientific notes, and 
her knitting patterns that capture the unique personality of each  
animal. The easy-to-follow instructions show you how to knit a total of  
25 endearing animals, including a hedgehog, timber wolf, rainbow  
trout, red squirrel, rabbit, beaver, badger, meadowlark, bald eagle, and 
many more. Each one is portrayed realistically, and yet exudes its own 
special cuteness that you find in live wildlife. Grab your needles and  
yarn and cast on your favourite! 

AUD RRP: $51.99 
ISBN13: 9780811771061 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 176 
Size: 254 X 203 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 
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On Mending
Stories of damage and repair 

By Pym Celia 

The artist Celia Pym lives in London and has been 
exploring damage and repair in textiles since 2007. 
Working with garments that belong to individuals as well 
as items in museum archives, she has broad experience 
with stories of damage, from moth holes to accidents with 
fire. Textile language crops up in the body: mending 
language works on the body as well as on garments. We 
describe the body as mending after illness or injury - 'I'm 
on the mend,' someone might say if they're feeling better. 
You might hear a doctor or nurse describe a broken bone 
as 'mending well', or broken bones are often described as 
knitting back together as the break heals. Pym is 
interested in exploring the varied evidence of damage, 
and how repair draws attention to the places where 
garments and cloth wear down and grow thin. These 
personal tales document the intimate damage caused to 
clothing by everyday use and the parallels with the 
consequent wear and tear on the body. Mending work 
builds on what is left behind. It's not replacing, or 
remaking, or cutting apart and putting back together, 
instead it is slow work that makes things better. It 
conjures an unhurried recovery or change. In textiles, the 
act of mending wear-and-tear, thinning cloth or 
accidental damage builds on what already exists, 
anchoring threads and yarn into the robust healthy fabric 
and filling in the holes or reinforcing the areas that are 
weak.  

AUD RRP: $53.99 ISBN-13: 9781912480586 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 170 

Pages: 96 

The Autism-Friendly Cookbook

By Wilkins Lydia 

The Autism-Friendly Cookbook was created by autistic 
journalist Lydia Wilkins for autistic adults and teens to 
turn to when cooking for friends, lacking inspiration, or on 
those low-energy days.  

With recipes to suit any occasion, the book is written in 
clear, jargon-free language which makes 'the obvious' 
obvious.     

Recipes are categorised by meal with additional guidance 
on the level of energy needed to tackle them, with 
options for low-energy or meltdown days, or days when 
you're able to take on a new challenge.  

They contain adaptations and options to suit different 
dietary needs including vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free and 
dairy-free, and additional modifications for those who are 
sensory seekers, sensory avoiders or who want to expand 
their repertoire in the kitchen.     

With contributions from individuals within the autistic 
community and options for quick meals, special occasions 
and more.  

With autistic people at its heart, the book also contains 
helpful tips and advice for parents and teachers looking to 
find out more. 

AUD RRP: $37.99 ISBN-13: 9781839970825 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 368 
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Publicity: 
ABC TV & RADIO 
Catalyst 
ABC TV 
Dr Norman Swan & Tegan Taylor 
The Health Report 
Life Matters 
Landline 
PODCASTS & DIGITAL/ONLINE 
The Conversation 
Dr Feelgood – Sally Cockburn 
9 Media & Podcast Talking Health 
Medical Journal Australia 
180 Nutrition Podcast 
In Good Health 
Health Evolution 
PRINT – Health & Science senior reporters 
BODY & SOUL Magazine 
The Australian 
Daily Telegraph 
Herald Sun 
The Age 
Canberra Times 
Australian Financial Review 

Omega Balance
Nutritional Power for a Happier, Healthier Life 

By Hulbert Anthony John 

Learn how to live a happier and healthier life by finding the 
right balance of omega fatty acids in your diet. Omega-3 
and omega-6 fatty acids are essential in the human diet. In 
Omega Balance, noted scientist Anthony J. Hulbert 
explains how the balance between these fatty acids in the 
human food chain has changed over the last half-century 
and the very serious negative health impacts this 
imbalance has created. An imbalance of these omega fats 
contributes to increased rates of obesity, diabetes, 
cardiovascular diseases, allergies, asthma, as well as cancer 
and a variety of other inflammatory diseases. Omega 
balance is also important for normal brain function, and an 
imbalance in these fatty acids is associated with 
depression, mood disorders, and neurodegenerative 
diseases.      

Hulbert provides extensive information on the omega 
balance of different foods and discusses fascinating details 
about human evolution, dietary changes throughout 
history, the effect of diet on human development and 
physiological processes, and more. He investigates the 
paleo diet of our ancestors and describes the dramatic 
changes that have accompanied the increased ultra-
processing of modern foods. Omega Balance is an essential 
guide to understanding a significant problem in our 
modern food chain and will make us rethink the food we 
eat. 

Author Bio: 
Anthony John Hulbert (UNSW, AUS), PhD, DSc, is an 
internationally renowned researcher on metabolism, 
longevity, and nutrition. He is emeritus professor in 
Science, Medicine, and Health at the University of 
Wollongong, Australia. 

AUD RRP: $59.99 ISBN-13: 9781421445779 
Due Date: 17/01/2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 344 

AUS AUTHOR 
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Logged In and Stressed Out
How Social Media is Affecting Your Mental Health and 
What You Can Do About It 

By Durlofsky Paula 

Social media is here to stay and Logged In and Stressed 
Out presents the right information and tools to improve 
our lives through examining and changing our digital 
habits. America is facing a mental health crisis. Studies 
show that the average American is spending more than 10 
hours a day in front of their screens, suicide rates are at 
all-time high, and mental health professionals are working 
hard to address social media's role in this epidemic. Social 
media can sometimes feel like an unpredictable roller 
coaster ride. One's mood can swing from elated after 
getting a slew of "likes" on a post to worthlessness and 
deflation in response to being criticized in a comment 
thread. Too often, bad feelings from social media 
interactions linger, negatively affecting our off-line lives 
and worsening already present mental health issues.    
Instead of demonizing social media by taking a one-note, 
"digital detox" approach, Logged In and Stressed Out 
recognizes social media is not, itself, the problem--it's 
how we use it that needs examining. Paula Durlofsky 
guides readers through its impact on break-ups and 
infidelities, social distortion and comparison, trauma and 
triggers, social media binging, depression, anxiety, and 
other common concerns, using real stories from her own 
practice to personalize concepts and recommendations.     

AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781538176290 
Due Date: 29/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 159 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 192 

Navigating Grief and Loss
25 Buddhist Practices to Keep Your Heart Open to 
Yourself and Others 

By Brown Kimberly 

Navigating Grief and Loss is designed to support all of us 
through difficult and upsetting times.  

It's a relatable and useful guide with practical applications 
to help navigate the profound experience of loss, be it an 
elderly parent, succumbing to a lingering illness, the shock 
of an accidental death, a small business shuttered, a 
divorce after years of conflict, or euthanasia of a beloved 
pet.  

Each short chapter honestly describes a personal 
experience dealing with death or grief-staying at a 
hospice facility at my mother's bedside, feeling frustrated 
by the options for a terminally ill friend, navigating 
changed relationships after someone dies, the shock and 
shame of an unwanted divorce, managing the 
overwhelming pain of bereavement-and is followed by a 
brief practice-a meditation, exercise, or contemplation 
that readers can use to discover insights and truths and 
find some solace for their own struggles and sorrow. 

AUD RRP: $40.99 ISBN-13: 9781633888197 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 155 
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My Life After Trauma Handbook 
Surviving and Thriving using Psychological Approaches 

 
By Bridie Gallagher, Sue Knowles, Reggie Worthington, 
and Jade Baron 
 

Key Sales Points: 
* A relatable handbook for teens looking for ways to cope 
with trauma and adverse experiences and to understand 
the impact they can have on their mental health. 
 

Adversity is a part of life and many of us have experienced 
trauma that has left us feeling distressed, scared or alone.  

This book draws on Bridie and Sue's background in clinical 
psychology to help you identify what trauma is and the 
effect it can have on your physical and mental health, and 
how you can cope.     

Containing many ideas and strategies to support you with 
the impact of trauma, including giving yourself a butterfly 
hug to calm yourself down or sending an email to someone 
who lives far away to feel more connected, this is a guide 
that you can dip in and out of, and return to at different 
stages in your life after trauma.    

Co-written with two young people who were brave enough 
to share their own stories, you will find that you are not 
alone, that nothing stays the same, and that there's always 
hope. 

 

Author Bio: 
Bridie and Sue are Clinical Psychologists from CMCAFS 
(www.CMCAFS.com) who work with children, young 
people and those who care for them. Reggie and Jade are 
young people with lived experience. 

 

AUD RRP: $34.99 ISBN-13: 9781839971280 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 240 
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The Gender Penalty 
 
 
By Blundell Anneli 
PUBLISH CENTRAL 
 
 

Feeling undervalued, overlooked, or ignored at work? 
Want practical strategies to get ahead? Want to succeed 
as a woman without changing who you are? Work is a 
game originally developed by men, for men. Though the 
players have changed, the rules to succeed have not. 
 
AUD RRP: $29.95 ISBN-13: 9781922764324 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 234 X 153 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 210 

  

 

 
 

Trans Sex 
 
 
By Sparks Kelvin 
JESSICA KINGSLEY PUBLISHERS 
 
 

An empowering guide on sex education specific to trans 
bodies and needs. It covers topics including relationships, 
consent, pleasure, dysphoria, and sex toys, and provides 
information specific to post-surgery or post-HRT 
individuals. 
 
AUD RRP: $38.99 ISBN-13: 9781839970436 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 138 
 Pages: 224 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Transition to Success 
 
 
By Waites Matthew 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 
 
 

Drawing upon the author's personal experiences as a 
trans man, and using life-coaching and mentoring 
techniques throughout, this workbook will give you the 
tools to defeat imposter syndrome, nourish your 
relationships, make strides in your career, and exercise 
safely, without compromising on that tuck or bind.  
 
 
AUD RRP: $44.99 ISBN-13: 9781839970511 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 246 X 173 
 Pages: 224 

  

 

 
 

ADHD an A-Z 
 
 
By Maskell Leanne 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 
 
 

This ADHD guide gives strategic advice on how to deal 
with issues young adults with ADHD may face, including: 
budgeting plans for impulsive spending, advice on 
rejection sensitive dysphoria, and body scans and CBT 
exercises, this book gives you everything you need to feel 
confident and supported throughout your ADHD diagnosis 
and beyond. 
 
AUD RRP: $33.99 ISBN-13: 9781839973857 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
 Pages: 304 
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Talking Back 

By Hazard Rowland G. 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Talking Back teaches people who are disabled by chronic 
back pain how to put their lives back together again. The 
book is packed with lessons learned from thousands of 
real experts: people who did it themselves! 

AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781538176009 
Due Date: 02/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 228 X 149 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 160 

Courage by Design 

By Robinson Dee M. 
SOUND WISDOM 

Courage is a choice -- your choice. In her powerful new 
book, visionary business leader Dee M. Robinson shows 
you how to transform your life by building up the courage 
to hear your own authentic internal voice. That voice can 
teach you to overcome fear, make brave, bold choices. 

AUD RRP: $45.99 ISBN-13: 9781640954021 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 192 

 
 
 
 
 

Black Earth 

By Marcus Christopher 
RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

 

AUD RRP: $23.99 ISBN-13: 9781902636245 
Due Date: 01/06/2011 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 220 X 100 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 120 

The Manhood Rx 

By Burnett Arthur 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

A top urologist's prescription for better sexual health and 
overall wellness. According to research studies, men with 
health problems, and more specifically sexual health 
problems, are more likely than women to have had no 
recent contact with a doctor regardless of income or 
ethnicity.  

AUD RRP: $65.99 ISBN-13: 9781538166598 
Due Date: 11/11/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 216 X 140 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 272 

After working with Rudolf Steiner's mystery dramas for 
some years, Christopher Marcus and his performance 
group felt the need to stage a contemporary work. The 
result is Black Earth, a bold and powerful drama of soul 
and spirit, based around themes of technology, art, 
destiny, and metamorphosis. 
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Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Wonderful, 
Wacky Family
101 Loving Stories about Our Crazy, Quirky Families 

By Newmark Amy 

Is your family a little wacky? Do you have weird family 
traditions? Do you have a few quirky family members who 
you can't help but love? You're not alone! This collection 
of 101 heart-warming, hilarious stories celebrate the fun 
of having those eccentric, unusual, loving family 
members.        

You'll recognize your own relatives in these outrageous, 
true stories about wacky but lovable in-laws, siblings, 
spouses, children, grandparents, aunts and uncles, and 
the rest of the family.  

These 101 true stories about our bizarre family traditions, 
our eccentric relatives, and our favourite disastrous 
vacations or weird holiday gatherings will have you 
laughing and nodding your head in recognition. And you'll 
be amused by the crazy events of day-to-day life too. So 
come on in and meet the family!      

Chicken Soup for the Soul books are 100% made in the 
USA and each book includes stories from as diverse a 
group of writers as possible. Chicken Soup for the Soul 
solicits and publishes stories from the LGBTQ community 
and from people of all ethnicities, nationalities, and 
religions. 

AUD RRP: $30.99 ISBN-13: 9781611590975 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 140 

Pages: 368 

The Planted Runner
Plant-Based Nutrition for Running at Your Best 

By Bartholic Claire 

With The Planted Runner, runners will learn to optimize 
fuel training with plant-based nutrition, harness the 
power of their minds, and perform at their best while 
discovering the joy of running at any age. Plant-based 
nutrition is no longer a fad, but rather has been shown to 
optimize athletic performance and reduce recovery time. 
Fueling with the power of plants is not only a suitable 
eating plan for training, but it is also delicious and 
satisfying. Author Claire Bartholic breaks down the 
information to provide complete understanding of how to 
eat not only to fuel running, but also to enjoy eating. 

Readers will also find a chapter devoted to basic 
ingredients and building blocks of a plant-based diet, 
rounded out with runner-specific fuelling recipes.  
Successful training requires more than just good plans 
and nutrition, however. With the proven mindset training 
techniques provided in this book, the runner will quiet 
that negative self-talk which can sabotage the best efforts 
to find his or her potential.  
Through her coaching, Claire Bartholic has found the best 
way to successfully integrate those three critical 
elements-physical training, plant-based fuelling, and 
mindset techniques-to help hundreds of runners reach 
their personal bests, and she provides her wealth of 
knowledge in this book. 

AUD RRP: $44.99 ISBN-13: 9781782552468 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 241 X 165 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 312 
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A Marginal Sea 

By Skoulding Zoe 
CARCANET PRESS 

A Marginal Sea is written from the vantage point of Ynys 
Mon/Anglesey, which is both on the edge of Wales and in 
a marginal sea of the Atlantic Ocean - the island is 
imagined here as a site of archipelagic connection with 
other places and histories, where the spaces of dream 
and digital technology are interwoven with the everyday. 

AUD RRP: $25.99 ISBN-13: 9781800172517 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 135 

Pages: 64 

Savage Tales 

By Bergin Tara 
CARCANET PRESS 

Tara Bergin's third collection, Savage Tales continues to 
explore original territory, bringing the riddle, song, and 
dialogue into a series of formally inventive and blackly 
comic sequences. Bergin's book asks us to steer our way 
through a chorus of exchanges and situations, as she 
charts the fraught course. 

AUD RRP: $34.99 ISBN-13: 9781800172319 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 135 

Pages: 200 

Here on Earth 

By Wainwright Jeffrey 
CARCANET PRESS 

The ninth Carcanet collection from one of the finest living 
English poets. The poems evoke Ruskin as writer and 
artist, his insistence on precision, the thing seen in 
fullness rather than the seer, the object rather than the 
subject in the foreground. 

AUD RRP: $27.99 ISBN-13: 9781800172753 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 135 

Pages: 96 

Greengown 

By Kinloch David 
CARCANET PRESS 

Fifth Carcanet collection from one of the notable Scottish 
poets of his generation and current Chair of The Edwin 
Morgan Trust. David Kinloch is one of the notable Scottish 
poets of his generation.  

AUD RRP: $36.99 ISBN-13: 9781800172791 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 135 

Pages: 220 
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Once a Jolly 
Swagman 
 
 
By Powter Sara 
PACIFIC WANDERLAND 
 
 

Rick runs away to find himself. He discovers that there is 
much more to a person than what they look like, or who 
he thinks they are. He befriends an old Hobo swagman 
and eventually brings him into his family. The swagman, 
Jack, reveals his secret identity only after his funeral.  
 
 
AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9780645110753 
Due Date: 26/09/2022 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 139 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 284 

  

 

 
 

A Lady in Irons 
 
 
 
By Powter Sara 
PACIFIC WANDERLAND 
 
 

Katy's life goes from bad to worse in a short space of time. 
Left to die by the side of the road she collapses. A reclusive 
burns victim finds her and nurses her back to health. What 
follows is a whirlwind romance, a love triangle and an ill-
thought-out escape that leads to her conviction and 
transportation to Australia. 
 
AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9780645110784 
Due Date: 06/11/2022 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 139 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 265 

 
  

 

 
 

Jonty's Journey 
 
 
 
By Powter Sara 
PACIFIC WANDERLAND 
 
 

Jonty Evans, a young Jeweller in Sydney heads to Africa 
to buy raw diamonds. He's caught up in a war and sees 
gruesome atrocities that disturb his mind. Eventually 
escaping, he's now suffering nightmares.  He returns 
home to soon marry, yet even that gets mixed up.  
 
AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9780645110777 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 139 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 262 

  

 

 
 

An American's Grand 
Slam 
 
 
By Waters Ryan 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 
 
 

On May 6, 2014, Ryan Waters accomplished something 
that has not been replicated since. He and fellow explorer 
Eric Larsen stood atop the geographic North Pole, after 53 
gruelling days battling their way over an ever-melting 
sheet of ice that fought against them the entire way.  
 
AUD RRP: $34.99 ISBN-13: 9781493060054 
Due Date: 01/10/2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
 Pages: 200 
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The Hidden Hindenburg
The Untold Story of the Tragedy, the Nazi Secrets, and the 
Quest to Rule the Skies 

By McCarthy Michael 

By the author of Ashes Under Water, here is one of the 
great untold stories of World War II. The Hidden 
Hindenburg at last reveals the cause of aviation's most 
famous disaster and the duplicity that kept the truth from 
coming to light for three generations. It also finally catches 
up with a German legend who misled the world about the 
Hindenburg to bury his own Nazi connections.      

Drawing on previously unpublished documents from the 
National Archives in Washington, along with archival 
collections in Germany, this definitive account explores 
how the Hindenburg was connected to the Dachau 
concentration camp, a futuristic German rocket that 
terrified the Allies, and a classified project that imported 
Nazi scientists to America after the war.   

It took author Michael McCarthy four years to get to the 
bottom of this epic disaster, in which the largest object 
civilization has ever managed to fly burnt up in less than 
one minute. Along the way, he found a tale of international 
intrigue, revealing a whistle-blower, a cover-up and 
corruption on two continents. 

Author Bio: 
Michael McCarthy worked for twenty-two years for the 
Wall Street Journal, as a reporter and editor in New York 
and Chicago. He wrote about aviation and other industries. 
In 2014, he published Ashes Under Water: The SS Eastland 
and the Shipwreck That Shook America. That nonfiction 
work brought to life a tragedy in which more than eight 
hundred people, mostly poor women, and children, 
perished in a steamship capsize. The book hit the New York 
Times e-book bestseller list in the summer of 2015. His 
Eastland book also sparked a documentary film, for which 
he was interviewed, from Chicago-based Moshman 
Productions. He lives in South Haven, MI. 

AUD RRP: $40.99 ISBN-13: 9781493066681 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 328 
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Ultimate Allied Fighters Of Second World War FONTHILL 

 

Miranda J. 
 
During the five years of the Second World War, the power of engines  
and speed of aircraft increased as much as it did during twenty years of 
peacetime. Conventional aircraft and engines reached the limits  
marked in the original design and surpassed them, very fast. The basis 
for this huge achievement was exotic fuels, short-lived artificially 
overpowered engines, propellers with four, five, and even six blades,  
and thinner wings with special sections of laminar flow. Then the faster 
Allied fighters began to be attacked by a demon that lived in the air: 
scientists called it compressibility buffeting and different type of aircraft 
suffered it at different speeds and manifested itself in different ways. 
They were forced to adopt brute force solutions by increasing engine 
power on the turbojet powered fighters, leaving in the background the 
research on the last projects of fighters, driven by monster piston 
engines. The purpose of this book is to present them to the public, for its 
notable interest. 

AUD RRP: $92.99 
ISBN13: 9781781558881 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 

 

 

Hunt for Gold ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

 

Fine John Christopher 
 
Hunt for Gold: Sunken Galleons in the New World is the engaging tale of 
the legendary oceanic explorers Bob "Frogfoot" Weller and his wife 
Margaret. The Wellers lives are a tale of secret treasure hunts, 
adventurous dives, and under-water explorations, all while laying the 
foundation for Floridas thriving diving community. Combining text  
with engrossing photos of their underwater voyages and recovered 
treasures, Hunt for Gold chronicles the contributions of the pioneers  
of the diving community from the Florida shores and beyond. 
 
 
 
 

AUD RRP: $61.99 
ISBN13: 9781683343219 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 224 
Size: 229 X 152 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

 

The Complete Knight's Cross FONTHILL 

 

Brazier Kevin 
 
The Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross, to give it its full name, owes its 
origins to the Pour le Merite (Blue Max), an imperial award dating back  
to 1740. The Complete Knight's Cross is the only book to tell the story of 
all 7,364 men who were awarded it (including all the disputed awards). 
The book has over 200 photos of holders of the medal and over 100 
photos of their graves. Volume One deals with 1939-41  
(numbers 1-1267) and is subtitled The Years of Victory. Volume Two  
deals with 1942-43 (numbers 1268-3685) and is subtitled The Years of 
Stalemate. Volume Three deals with 1944-45 (numbers 3686-7364) and  
is subtitled The Years of Defeat. The recipients are listed in the order of 
the date of award. Each entry starts with the recipients rank and name, 
followed by details of the action or actions for which they were awarded 
it. Other interesting facts and stories are also included for many of them. 
Finally, their burial locations, where known are given.  

AUD RRP: $109.00 
ISBN13: 9781781557839 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 864 
Size: 234 X 156 
Illustrations: B&W 
THROUGHOUT 
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Armored Attack 
1944 

By Zaloga Steven 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Includes all varieties of American armour in Europe from 
D-Day, to Normandy, to southern France, the Siegfried
Line, the push to the Rhine, and finally, the Battle of the
Bulge. Shermans, Hellcats, and many more American and
German tanks are covered in nearly 1200 photos along
with Steven Zaloga's expert captions. Perfect for modelers
and World War II enthusiasts.

AUD RRP: $81.99 ISBN-13: 9780811771894 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 203 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 512 

Armored Victory 
1945 

By Zaloga Steven 
ROWMAN & 
LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Beautifully illustrated history of American armour in 
Europe during World War II, covering the Battle of the 
Bulge, the Rhine crossings, and the final battles inside 
Germany, the book is beautifully illustrated with more 
than 1200 photos of American tanks and armoured 
vehicles as well as many German tanks. 

AUD RRP: $81.99 ISBN-13: 9780811771900 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 203 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 512 

The William E. Boeing 
Story 

By Williams David 
FONTHILL 

The William E. Boeing Story - A Gift of Flight is the first-
ever full-length biography of William E. Boeing, the father 
of commercial aviation. Boeing's story is an exciting one 
complete with bootleggers, kidnappers and a disastrous 
run-in with President Franklin Roosevelt and future 
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black.  

AUD RRP: $64.99 ISBN-13: 9781625451163 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 234 X 156 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 304 

The Letters of John 

By Druitt Roger 
FLORIS BOOKS 

Respected Christian Community priest Roger Druitt offers 
a new translation of the letters alongside a thought-
provoking commentary, which includes both the 
historical and cultural background to the letters and 
insightful studies on key aspects such as righteousness, 
love, and truth. 

AUD RRP: $34.99 ISBN-13: 9781782508205 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 138 

Pages: 96 
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Covid Vaccines from a Spiritual Perspective 
Consequences for the Soul and Spirit and for Life after 
Death 
 
By Thomas Mayer and Carlotta Dyson 

Vaccination is a topic that has long divided opinion. Today, 
in view of Covid-19, that debate has become ever more 
polarized. Illustrated throughout with full-colour images, 
Covid Vaccines from a Spiritual Perspective deals with 
scientific facts, but also with research that requires 
spiritual-scientific methods. Led by main author and 
activist Thomas Mayer, the volume features reports, 
experiences, and commentary from more than fifty 
contributors with clairvoyant and psychic abilities. From 
their observations, it is argued that Covid vaccines are not 
harmless jabs, but potentially violent interventions in the 
subtle structures of the human body, soul and spirit. The 
vaccines even have implications for an individual’s life 
beyond death. Instead of the soul evolving in the afterlife, 
it could remain bound to the earth, suffering deeply. ---  

Although this books conclusion may appear alarming, it is 
not the authors intention to create fear. He seeks only to 
provide useful information and enlightenment, 
demonstrating how vaccinated and unvaccinated people 
can deal with this subject consciously, courageously and 
with hope for the future. 
 

Author Bio: 
Thomas Mayer, author, meditation teacher and civil rights 
activist, was born in southern Germany. He is co-founder 
of More Democracy, an association in Germany to further 
direct democracy or participatory politics, particularly 
through referenda. He has lectured widely on regional 
currencies and initiated pilot projects to introduce them. 
He organized a referendum in Switzerland in 2018 called 
sovereign money regarding the question of who should 
have the right to create money: private banks or public 
institutions? Since 2004 he has been teaching 
anthroposophical meditation, together with Agnes 
Hardorp.  
 

AUD RRP: $68.99 ISBN-13: 9783910465008 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 392 
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The Fall of the Spirits 
of Darkness 

By Rudolf Steiner and F. 
Amrine 
RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

Speaking towards the end of the catastrophic Great War, 
Rudolf Steiner reveals the spiritual roots of the crises of 
our times. Since 1879, he says, human minds have been 
influenced by backward angels, spirits of darkness, who - 
following their defeat in battle with Archangel Michael - 
were forced out of the heavens and fell to the earth. 

AUD RRP: $55.99 ISBN-13: 9781855846067 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 155 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 324 

Universe, Earth, 
Human Being 

By Steiner Rudolf 
RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

In symphonic style, he describes the conquest of the 
physical plane in post-Atlantean civilizations, the 
relationships between the various cultural epochs, the 
human beings’ connections with the kingdoms of nature 
and the different planetary bodies, and the relationship of 
animal forms to the physiognomy of human passions. 

AUD RRP: $49.99 ISBN-13: 9781855846029 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 155 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 212 

The Occult Truths of 
Myths and Legends 

By Steiner Rudolf 
RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

In this series of previously untranslated lectures, Rudolf 
Steiner describes how myths and legends portray 
humanity’s most ancient evolutionary and spiritual 
history. Steiner suggests that his shaping of Germanic 
legends was driven by an instinctive, creative, and artistic 
certainty that accords with deep occult truths. 

AUD RRP: $49.99 ISBN-13: 9781855846043 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 155 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 214 

The Anthroposophic 
Movement 

By Steiner Rudolf 
RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

This course of lectures was given at a pivotal point in the 
development of the anthroposophic movement. Just 
months before, an act of arson had caused the 
destruction of the first Goetheanum, and its darkened 
ruins appeared to reflect the fragmentations within the 
Anthroposophical Society.  

AUD RRP: $49.99 ISBN-13: 9781855846036 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 155 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 202 
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Christ and the Spiritual World RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

Rudolf Steiner and F. Amrine 

Reassessing human history in relation to the cosmic-earthly events of 
Christs incarnation, Rudolf Steiner stresses the significance of both 
Gnostic spirituality and the legends of the Holy Grail. The Christ-Impulse, 
he tells us, is not a one-time event but a continuous process, beginning 
well before Jesus of Nazareth walked the earth. This mighty impulse is a 
force that gives impetus to human development, such as with the 
extraordinary blossoming of free thinking of the last two millennia. 
Surveying this pattern of evolving human thought, Steiner explains the 
roles of contrasting historical figures, for example the great teacher 
Zarathustra, Joan of Arc and Johannes Keplar. We are shown the 
widespread influence of the clairvoyant prophetesses, the sibyls, who 
formed a backdrop to the Greco-Roman world. Steiner contrasts their 
revelations to those of the Hebrew prophets.  

AUD RRP: $49.99 
ISBN13: 9781855846050 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 176 
Size: 235 X 155 
Illustrations: NOT 
ILLUSTRATED 

Letters on John's Gospel RUDOLF STEINER PRESS 

Rittelmeyer Friedrich 

Without doubt his most powerful work, Rittelmeyer's Letters on John's 
Gospel first appeared in a series of publications by the Stuttgart  
seminary of The Christian Community between 1930 and 1932. Whilst 
these Letters were originally written with students and local 
congregations in mind, they provide manifold insights for anyone  
seeking to glimpse the majesty of John's Gospel. Margaret Mitchell's 
translation from 1937 has never been published in book form. Revised 
here and expanded by editors Alan Stott and Neil Franklin, this volume 
features additional contributions by Rudolf Frieling and Emil Bock. 

AUD RRP: $68.99 
ISBN13: 9781912230969 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 330 
Size: 234 X 156 

Wonders of Development in Plants, People and Projects STEINER BOOKS INC 

Mansvellt Jan Diek Van 

The hectic pace of our lives is increasingly determined by the 
unconscious forces driving our thinking and by the relentless speed of  
the machines and automated intelligence that this thinking has 
produced. We are so caught up by the pressure this imposes upon us  
that we have largely lost any awareness of the regenerative, rhythmical 
activity that sustains us.  For the sake of our health, sanity, and  
ultimately of our own productivity, we can, as this deeply refreshing, 
delightful little book suggests, slow down and turn our full attention to 
the creative life of nature as it manifests in the growth and  
development of plants, in human development, and even in the 
unfolding of our human endeavors. Drawing on his lifelong experience  
in regenerative agriculture, education, and planning, the author guides  
us in detailed observations that can awaken a deep sense of wonder at 
the creative lawfulness underlying all development.  

AUD RRP: $70.99 
ISBN13: 9780932776662 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 128 
Size: 241 X 178 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 
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ISBN13 AUTHOR TITLE PUB 
AU$ 
RRP 

DISC 
CODE 

QTY 

9781922810922 Urban Andrew L Zelensky - The Frontline President WIK 29.99 A  
9781922810915 Urban Andrew L. Tasmanian Devils: The Wrongful Conviction of Sue Neill-Fraser WIK 29.99 A  
9781913172220 Rees Dafydd The Beatles 1963 OMN 57.99 E  
9781739582777 Houghton Richard Simple Minds: Heart Of The Crowd OMN 60.99 E  
9781913172695 Buckler Rick The Jam 1982 OMN 52.99 E  
9781912918584 McHugh Carolyn Whitney Houston SON 48.99 E  
9781739582708 Houghton Richard Live (Xcerpts) - The Story of The Stranglers OMN 91.99 E  
9781913172947 Guralnick Peter The Birth of Rock 'n' Roll OMN 91.99 E  
9781913172336 Evans Richard Listening to the Music the Machines Make OMN 57.99 E  
9781493067947 Filichia Peter The Book of Broadway Musical Debates, Disputes, and Disagreements ROW 57.99 E  
9781493067800 McNab Ken You Started It ROW 51.99 E  
9781493065424 Colombati Leonardo Bruce Springsteen ROW 47.99 E  
9781538161289 Rogoff Natasha Lance Muppets in Moscow ROW 55.99 E  
9781538161364 Cane William Every Picture Hides a Story ROW 55.99 E  
9781493067411 Hazelgrove William Elliott Sally Rand ROW 40.99 E  
9781493067855 Dennis Charles There's a Body in the Window Seat! ROW 40.99 E  
9780648779537 Various The Australian and New Zealand Business Franchise Guide 15/e CGB 14.95 A  
9781950508570 Anderson David The Value Flywheel Effect N03 51.99 E  
9781840789843 Bartlett Darryl WordPress in easy steps FST 29.99 E  
9781840789829 Vandome Nick iPhone for Seniors in easy steps 9/e FST 29.99 E  
9781633889064 Posamentier Alfred S. The Fabulous Fibonacci Numbers ROW 47.99 E  
9781633889057 Walker Michael S. Quantum Fuzz ROW 47.99 E  
9781852849894 McCloy Andrew Great Walks on the England Coast Path CIC 48.99 E  
9781786310514 Whitmarsh Simon Hiking in Hong Kong CIC 41.99 E  
9781493067091 Woodmencey Jim Reading Weather ROW 26.99 E  
9781922156488 Brown Margaret Videography MPP 19.99 A  
9780811771085 King Julie Crochet Slouchy Hats and Beanies ROW 24.99 E  
9780811771399 Rosner Sandi Crochet Tank Tops ROW 24.99 E  
9780811771061 Kellner Sara Elizabeth Wild and Woolly Knitted Animals ROW 51.99 E  
9781912480586 Pym Celia On Mending HA2 53.99 E  
9781839970825 Wilkins Lydia The Autism-Friendly Cookbook JKP 37.99 E  
9781421445779 Hulbert Anthony John Omega Balance JHU 59.99 E  
9781538176290 Durlofsky Paula Logged In and Stressed Out ROW 41.99 E  
9781633888197 Brown Kimberly Navigating Grief and Loss ROW 40.99 E  
9781839971280 Knowles Sue My Life After Trauma Handbook JKP 34.99 E  
9781922764324 Blundell Anneli The Gender Penalty MHP 29.95 A  
9781839970436 Sparks Kelvin Trans Sex JKP 38.99 E  
9781839970511 Waites Matthew Transition to Success JKP 44.99 E  
9781839973857 Maskell Leanne ADHD an A-Z JKP 33.99 E  
9781538176009 Hazard Rowland G. Talking Back ROW 41.99 E  
9781640954021 Robinson Dee M. Courage by Design SND 45.99 E  
9781538161746 Mosley Sterlin L. The Narcissist in You and Everyone Else ROW 69.99 E  
9781538166598 Burnett Arthur The Manhood Rx ROW 65.99 E  
9781611590975 Newmark Amy Chicken Soup for the Soul: My Wonderful, Wacky Family CSS 30.99 E  
9781782552468 Bartholic Claire The Planted Runner MEY 44.99 E  
9781800172517 Skoulding Zoe A Marginal Sea CAR 25.99 E  
9781800172319 Bergin Tara Savage Tales CAR 34.99 E  
9781800172753 Wainwright Jeffrey Here on Earth CAR 27.99 E  
9781800172791 Kinloch David Greengown CAR 36.99 E  
9780645110753 Powter Sara Once a Jolly Swagman QS7 29.99 A  
9780645110784 Powter Sara A Lady in Irons QS7 29.99 A  
9780645110777 Powter Sara Jonty's Journey QS7 29.99 A  
9781493060054 Waters Ryan An American's Grand Slam ROW 34.99 E  
9781493066681 McCarthy Michael The Hidden Hindenburg ROW 40.99 E  
9781781558881 Miranda J. Ultimate Allied Fighters Of Second World War FON 92.99 E  
9781683343219 Fine John Christopher Hunt for Gold ROW 61.99 E  
9781781557839 Brazier Kevin The Complete Knight's Cross FON 109.00 E  
9780811771894 Zaloga Steven Armored Attack 1944 ROW 81.99 E  
9780811771900 Zaloga Steven Armored Victory 1945 ROW 81.99 E  
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9781625451163 Williams David The William E. Boeing Story FON 64.99 E 
9781782508205 Druitt Roger The Letters of John FLO 34.99 E 
9783910465008 Thomas Mayer and Carlotta Dyson Covid Vaccines from a Spiritual Perspective RUD 68.99 E 
9781855846067 Rudolf Steiner and F. Amrine The Fall of the Spirits of Darkness RUD 55.99 E 
9781855846029 Steiner Rudolf Universe, Earth, Human Being RUD 49.99 E 
9781855846043 Steiner Rudolf The Occult Truths of Myths and Legends RUD 49.99 E 
9781855846036 Steiner Rudolf The Anthroposophic Movement RUD 49.99 E 
9781855846050 Rudolf Steiner and F. Amrine Christ and the Spiritual World RUD 47.99 E 
9781912230969 Rittelmeyer Friedrich Letters on John's Gospel RUD 68.99 E 
9780932776662 Mansvellt Jan Diek Van Wonders of Development in Plants, People and Projects SB1 70.99 E 

KIDS & PARENTING TITLES 
9781922800145 Aussie Ark Elsa the Koala BPP 14.99 A 
9781922800152 Aussie Ark Elvis the Crocodile BPP 14.99 A 
9781922800169 Aussie Ark George the Wombat BPP 14.99 A 
9781922800176 Aussie Ark Kraken the Komodo Dragon BPP 14.99 A 
9781925868685 Mollard Myke An A-Z of Australian Bush Creatures BPP 29.99 A 
9781925868869 Mollard Myke Australia's Dangerous Bush Creatures BPP 24.99 A 
9781922800060 Mollard Myke Australian Dinosaurs and Mega Beasts BPP 29.99 A 
9781925868876 Mollard Myke Australia's Endangered Bush Creatures BPP 24.99 A 
9781925868838 Barker Judith The A in the Rainforest BPP 27.99 A 
9781925868821 Barker Judith The A in the Rainforest BPP 19.99 A 
9781925868401 Barker Judith The EE in the Deep Blue Sea BPP 19.99 A 
9781922800084 Barker Judith The I in the Island (HB) BPP 27.99 A 
9781922800077 Barker Judith The I in the Island (PB) BPP 19.99 A 
9781925868609 Barker Judith The O in the Snow (PB) BPP 19.99 A 
9781925868753 Barker Judith The O in the Snow (HB) BPP 27.99 A 
9781925868180 Barker Judith The OO in Uluru BPP 19.99 A 
9781922678171 Lauren Thompson and Illust. by Kayla 

Lee
There's A Bully in my Brain LST 16.95 A 

9781922678553 Mary Luciano and Illust. by Nandina 
Vines

The Busy Garden LST 16.95 A 

9781922678980 Dr. Annika Smith and Illust. by Lara 
Porter

Fun in the Sun (PB) LST 16.95 A 

9781922678997 Dr. Annika Smith and Illust. by Lara 
Porter

Fun in the Sun (HB) LST 26.95 A 

9781922833655 Lorain Rushton & Adele Vincent and 
Illust. by Andrew McIntosh

Butterflies Be Gone LST 26.95 A 

9781922833907 Sian Turner and Illust by. Rebecca Cool Wake Up Lionel! LST 16.95 A 
9781922833914 Sian Turner and Illust. by Rebecca Cool Jessica's Smile LST 16.95 A 
9781782508779 Mackay Janis The Wee Seal FLO 17.99 E 
9789815009811 Caz Goodwin and Illust. by Pip Kruger Grace and Mr Milligan MCA 15.99 E 
9789814974639 Caz Goodwin and Illust. by Shaney Hyde Little Matilda MCA 14.99 E 
9789815009798 Caz Goodwin and Illust. by Shaney Hyde Little Matilda Goes to Hospital MCA 14.99 E 
9781839972119 Davey Patrick Cheeky Worries JKP 28.99 E 
9781839973727 Naish Sarah The Lie That Wasn't JKP 28.99 E 
9781839977480 Moore Lynda My Book about Brains, Change and Dementia JKP 31.99 E 
9781839977558 Gaines Arlen Grad I Have a Question about Divorce JKP 28.99 E 
9781506483085 Davids Stacy B. Simon the Hugger 15M 39.99 E 
9781506483207 Acker Monica Brave Like Mom 15M 39.99 E 
9781925043747 Ashton Paul Palmer's Mystery Hikes 1HA 18.95 A 
9781922764300 McGrath Michelle Yellamundie MHP 39.95 A 
9781433840357 Griswold David My Zoo PY2 34.99 E 

Account Number:________________ 
Account Name:__________________ 
Order Number:__________________ 

Woodslane Pty Ltd 
10 Apollo Street Warriewood NSW 2102 Australia 
PO Box 935 Mona Vale NSW 2103 
PH: (02) 8445 2300  
www.woodslane.com.au/info@woodslane.com.au 
RRP=Recommended Retail Price including GST 
Price and Availability are subject to change without notice 
A=Trade Australia, E=Trade International, 
B=Text, F=ACAD&Professional, J&L=Very Short Discount 
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Elsa the Koala 

By Aussie Ark 
WOODSLANE PRESS 
Age Range: 3+ years 

Orphaned koala joey Elsa was raised by Koala expert 
Hayley when her mother was too sick to look after her. 
This positive and happy book features photo of beautiful 
Elsa and follows her growing up and then eventually 
having her own joey. This adorable story also aims to 
educate kids about Australian native animals and the 
people that care for them. 

AUD RRP: $14.99 ISBN-13: 9781922800145 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

Elvis the 
Crocodile 

By Aussie Ark 
WOODSLANE PRESS 
Age Range: 3+ years 

Elvis, Australia’s crankiest crocodile, was scaring people in 
Darwin so he was sent to the Australian Reptile Park and 
has become its most famous resident. With photos of 
Elvis, this book tells the story of his life at the park and 
some of his naughty antics. The book also educates about 
Australian native animals and the people that care for 
them. 

AUD RRP: $14.99 ISBN-13: 9781922800152 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

George the 
Wombat 

By Aussie Ark 
WOODSLANE PRESS 
Age Range: 3+ years 

George The Wombat is the story of an orphaned wombat 
joey called George who was raised by the keepers at the 
Australian Reptile Park. This positive and happy book 
features photo of the adorable George and his keepers at 
the park. This beautiful story also aims to educate about 
Australian native animals and the people that care for 
them. 

AUD RRP: $14.99 ISBN-13: 9781922800169 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

Kraken the 
Komodo Dragon 

By Aussie Ark 
WOODSLANE PRESS 
Age Range: 3+ years 

The story of Kraken, a Komodo Dragon who came to live 
at The Australian Reptile Park. Kraken is smart and funny, 
and his keeper Jake must keep coming up with ideas to 
keep him occupied. This book tells his story and features 
photos of him and his keepers. This fun story also 
educates about these special animals and people that 
care for them. 

AUD RRP: $14.99 ISBN-13: 9781922800176 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 215 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

AUSSIE ARK CHARITY: 
Part of the proceeds from this book go towards supporting Aussie Ark, a charity that supports endangered Australian wildlife. 

Aussie Ark was established in 2011 as ‘Devil Ark’, with a focus on saving the iconic Tasmanian devil from extinction. Since then and due to 
overwhelming success, the role of the organisation has expanded, and now has vision of creating a long-term future for our threatened 

Australian species. Aussie Ark secure wild sanctuaries to conserve our native wildlife, free from unnatural predation. Aussie Ark is an adaptive, 
innovative, private organisation, committed to changing the trajectory declining species - https://www.aussieark.org.au/ 
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by judith barker
Judith's wonderfully written books, illustrated by Janie Frith, are derived from her passion for developing
children's learning of phonics and phonemics. These stories highlight the complexities of written English and aid
in developing imagination, language and vocabulary in young readers. 

From the Brolga dance of a group of Sydney Butchulla Elders (from I in the Island) to the Tarkine Rainforest in
Tasmania (from the A in the Rainforest), Judith's books innovatively depict through beautiful illustrations
Aboriginal stories which will delight and inform all readers.

AUD RRP $19.99
ISBN: 9781922800077

AUD RRP $19.99
ISBN: 9781925868401

AUD RRP $19.99
ISBN: 9781925868180

AUD RRP $19.99
ISBN: 9781925868821

AUD RRP $19.99
ISBN: 9781925868609

IN STOCK & AVAILABLE NOW
32



by myke mollard

ISBN: 9781925868876
AUD RRP $24.99

ISBN: 9781925868685
AUD RRP $29.99

ISBN: 9781922800060
AUD RRP $29.99

ISBN: 9781925868869
AUD RRP $24.99

Myke Mollard is a children’s educator, illustrator, author and designer, bringing kids up close and personal with
Australian bush creatures. From Australia's dangerous to endangered, these books help kids discover the true
nature of these animals and raise awareness to help endangered creatures survive into the lifetimes of future
generations. Myke's newest book, Australian Dinosaurs and Mega Beasts, immerses kids into the wonderous
Australian wildlife from prehistory through vibrant and engaging illustrations from the author.

IN STOCK & AVAILABLE NOW
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There's A Bully 
in my Brain 

By Lauren Thompson 
and Illust. by Kayla 
Lee 
LITTLE STEPS 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: 
NSW 

There’s a Bully in My Brain is a delightful picture book that 
is sure to inspire readers of all ages. The story takes you on 
a journey inside the mind, and notices that a bully has 
taken over! But you don’t have to let that bully be the boss. 
You have the power to tame that bully and enjoy having 
thoughts that are uplifting and kind. 

AUD RRP: $16.95 ISBN-13: 9781922678171 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 280 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 28 

The Busy 
Garden 

By Mary Luciano and 
Illust. by Nandina Vines 
LITTLE STEPS 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: NSW 

It’s a typical day in the backyard garden, with all manner 
of creatures weaving webs, building nests, and 
gathering nectar. But there are a couple of visitors to 
the garden who can make the day even better! 

AUD RRP: $16.95 ISBN-13: 9781922678553 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 28 

Fun in the Sun (PB) 

By Dr. Annika Smith and 
Illust. by Lara Porter 
LITTLE STEPS 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: NSW 

‘Days at the beach are the best!’ Jack and Mia love the 
beach – splashing in waves, building sandcastles, and 
exploring rock pools.  

Hardback version available – 9781922678997 – RRP26.95 

AUD RRP: $16.95 ISBN-13: 9781922678980 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Paperback Size: 240 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

Butterflies Be 
Gone 

By Lorain Rushton & Adele 
Vincent and Illust. by 
Andrew McIntosh 
LITTLE STEPS 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: TAS 

When Jesse wakes up with butterflies in his tummy, he 
feels anxious about his day. But as he begins to move his 
body in special yoga poses, he can work through 
different emotions. Soon his body feels better, and his 
imagination takes off! Join Jesse on a magical 
underwater journey and learn how to work through 
your feelings with yoga today. 

AUD RRP: $26.95 ISBN-13: 9781922833655 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade Australian 
Format: Hardback Size: 260 X 240 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 36 
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Wake Up Lionel! LITTLE STEPS 

 

Sian Turner and Illust by. Rebecca Cool 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: WA 
 
A rip-roaring, rhyming tale about a young boy who walks in his sleep  
on his Granny’s farm. Join with the animals as they try to WAKE UP  
LIONEL in this quirky new humorous picture book by Sian Turner and 
Rebecca Cool. 

AUD RRP: $16.95 
ISBN13: 9781922833907 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
AUSTRALIAN 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 280 X 250 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
THROUGHOUT 

 

Jessica's Smile LITTLE STEPS 

 

Sian Turner and Illust. by Rebecca Cool 
Age Range: 3 years 
Author Location: WA 
 
Jessica Jane has a big heart and a beautiful smile! She brings kindness  
and joy to everyone she meets. But why isn’t she dressed in her  
smile on her birthday? Follow Jessica Jane and her friends in this fun, 
colourful tale with a twist! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUD RRP: $16.95 
ISBN13: 9781922833914 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
AUSTRALIAN 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 280 X 250 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
THROUGHOUT 

 

The Wee Seal FLORIS BOOKS 

 

Mackay Janis 
 
Jamie has been watching the wee white seal that lives on the beach.  
At night the wee seal cuddles up to its mother. In the morning she goes 
out to sea and leaves it alone like a strange white stone on the sand.    
One day tourists come and crowd the wee seal, but Jamie knows just 
what to do to protect it until its mother comes back...Janis Mackay's 
lyrical prose tells the story of the tender relationship between a wild 
baby seal and the young boy who watches over it, while Gabby Grant's 
soft illustrations brilliantly evoke the landscape of the Orkney Islands. 

AUD RRP: $17.99 
ISBN13: 9781782508779 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 24 
Size: 230 X 265 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 
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OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE AND IN STOCK BY CAZ 
GOODWIN: 

Little Matilda 

9789814974639 

$14.99 

Little Matilda 
Goes to Hospital 

9789815009798 

$14.99 

Grace and Mr Milligan

By Caz Goodwin and Illust. by Pip Kruger 

Key Sales Points: 
* Story deals with the delicate subject of losing a loved one
in a gentle accessible way,
* Bright, beautiful and sensitive illustrations will engage
the reader while exploring a difficult topic,
* Helps children understand and develop empathy for
others going through the grieving process,
* Provides a platform to discuss and navigate death, grief
and saying goodbye,
* Explores the themes of loss, change and the passage of
time, while remaining hopeful.

Grace lives next door to old Mr Milligan and his goat 
Charlie. They are the best of friends. But when Mr 
Milligan’s beloved goat dies, everything changes. Will 
Grace be able to help her friend overcome his sadness? 

Grace and Mr Milligan is a heart-warming story of grief, 
love and the healing power of friendship.   

Author Bio: 
Caz Goodwin is an Australian award-winning author who 
writes picture books, short stories, poetry, and junior 
fiction. Her work has been published internationally and 
illustrated by Gus Gordon, Shaney Hyde, and Kerry Millard 
(Australia), Ashley King (UK), Low Joo Hong (Singapore) and 
others. She heads the Society of Children’s Book Writers 
and Illustrators (SCBWI) in Victoria and is on the Young 
Australian Best Book Awards (YABBA) council. She is also 
an Australia Reads ambassador. Caz was the judge of the 
2021 Nance Donkin Award for Children’s Literature. She 
has been the recipient of an ASA mentorship, a May Gibbs 
Creative Time Residential Fellowship, and a resident at the 
Police Point Artist in Residence Program.  

AUD RRP: $15.99 ISBN-13: 9789815009811 
Due Date: February 2023 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 255 X 210 
Illustration: Colour Throughout Pages: 32 

AUS AUTHOR 
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Cheeky Worries JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Davey Patrick 

Finn LOVES adventures and having fun!  But when he starts to have 
'cheeky worries', a Wise Owl knows just what to do...Cheeky worries  
are those sneaky thoughts that pop up when you're least expecting it. 
You might be getting ready for bed, playing with friends at the park or 
having fun on the bus when suddenly a scary thought pops into your 
head. Through the character of Finn and a wise owl, this book equips 
children and adults with a common language to discuss their  
emotional worlds and worries. It gently introduces psychological 
principles and evidence-based techniques that help children ages 4-8 
develop resilience and deal with anxiety. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 
ISBN13: 9781839972119 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 48 
Size: 286 X 213 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

The Lie That Wasn't JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Naish Sarah 

Arthur is daydreaming in class when his teacher announces,  
"Remember it's Parents' Evening tonight - don't forget to give your 
parents the letter." Oh no! Arthur hasn't been doing his homework  
and doesn't want to get in trouble. Time to tell a lie! But then  
something strange happens - Arthur's lies start to come true...Mum is 
at space camp; dad has a snazzy new car and Mr Lott the teacher is 
stuck up a tree tangled up with sticky tape! Arthur starts to worry - 
now if he tells the wrong lie, someone could get hurt. This  
entertaining story for children aged 4-8 help children to explore how 
telling tricky truths is usually better than telling little lies. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 
ISBN13: 9781839973727 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 216 X 213 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

My Book about Brains, Change and Dementia JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Moore Lynda 

Sometimes, a person’s brain gets sick with a disease called dementia.  
What does dementia do to the brain? What changes might we notice if 
a parent or grandparent has the disease? How might we feel about it 
and what can help?  This book breaks down misconceptions about 
dementia and speaks directly to children aged under 5 about the 
realities of the disease, using age-appropriate language in an engaging 
and informative way. It reassures parents of the value of open and 
honest conversation about the challenges raised by dementia and  
offers advice and support in the opening Guide for grownups. It  
includes a diverse audience of characters, to emphasise that ANY child 
can be impacted by dementia in their loved ones. Unlike traditional 
storybooks, the ending provides a question for the adult and child 
reading it to ponder together. 

AUD RRP: $31.99 
ISBN13: 9781839977480 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 48 
Size: 210 X 210 
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I Have a Question about Divorce JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Gaines Arlen Grad 

Divorce is a difficult topic for any parent or educator to explain to a  
child, perhaps even more so when the child has autism spectrum  
disorder or other special needs. This book is designed specifically to help 
children with these additional needs to understand what divorce  
means. Using a question-and-answer format, it explores the changes  
and feelings a child may experience during a divorce and provides ideas 
to help cope with this life change. Illustrated with SymbolStix, which  
uses a symbol-based language for visual thinkers, this book explains a 
difficult topic to children who might otherwise struggle to understand it 
and gives additional guidance for parents and carers. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 
ISBN13: 9781839977558 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 40 
Size: 210 X 210 

Simon the Hugger 1517 MEDIA 

Davids Stacy B. 

Simon the sloth loves to hug. He hugs plants. He hugs rocks. He hugs his 
friends. He even hugs himself! So, when his best friend, Elsa the jaguar, 
and others around him start saying no to his hugs, he is crushed. Why 
wouldn't someone want to be hugged? After being rejected several 
times, he learns that both he and his friends need to want a hug at the 
same time so they both feel comfortable. This light-hearted story about  
a lovable, huggable sloth is a gentle introduction to the importance of 
receiving consent before offering physical affection to others, and 
respecting others' boundaries. 

AUD RRP: $39.99 
ISBN13: 9781506483085 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 235 X 235 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 

Brave Like Mom 1517 MEDIA 

Acker Monica 

As one girl watches her mom battle illness, she sees Mom being strong, 
brave, and fierce on both good days and bad ones. Mom is fierce as she 
catches and wrestles a fish and brave as she endures needles from the 
doctor. The girl wants to be brave like Mom! As she worries about her 
mom's health, the girl realizes that bravery comes in many forms and  
that she can be brave too. A poignant and sensitive story about a loved 
one living with a chronic illness, and an important lesson about how 
being brave doesn't mean you aren't scared. 

AUD RRP: $39.99 
ISBN13: 9781506483207 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 260 X 222 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
SECTION(S) 
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Palmer's Mystery Hikes HALSTEAD PRESS 

 

Ashton Paul 
 
Coming home from a friend’s house one Sunday afternoon, Thomas  
came across a street full of rubbish. Piles of it in front of peoples’ homes. 
It was a council clean up. Thomas peered into the heaps of stuff … and 
then something caught his eye on one of the untidy piles: a small, brown 
album full of old photos. It would take him back to the 1930s and a  
series of amazing mystery hikes. Halstead Press presents Paul Ashton’s 
series of short texts designed to integrate with the Australian  
Curriculum for Humanities and Social Sciences and English, each  
focussed on the role that accident and serendipity play in the past and 
making history. Each short story provides an opportunity for students to 
engage with history while improving their core language, research, and 
critical thinking skills. They allow for students to understand how that 
history is not just something that can be found in textbooks, but rather 
that it is something which is constantly being made around them, and 
that they are creating their own histories every day. The stories are being 
written by Paul Ashton, a historian who has published ten history 
textbooks for Australian schools. 
 
 

AUD RRP: $18.95 
ISBN13: 9781925043747 
Due Date: 01/11/2022 
Discount: TRADE 
AUSTRALIAN 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 215 X 153 
Illustrations: NOT 
ILLUSTRATED 

 

Yellamundie PUBLISH CENTRAL 

 

McGrath Michelle 
 
This beautiful book – a collection of stories from, and photographs of, 30 
Indigenous people around Sydney – will bring all Australians closer to  
the truth about the impact that colonisation has had on our First Nations 
People and how that impact continues today. Truth telling is an 
important part of our nation’s healing. These stories are told in the  
words of the contributors, it is their truth. This book is for all  
Australians and while many of the stories contain sad elements, they  
are reflections of a beautiful culture that is still strong today. 
 
 
 
 

AUD RRP: $39.95 
ISBN13: 9781922764300 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
AUSTRALIAN 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 128 
Size: 254 X 203 
Illustrations: COLOUR 
THROUGHOUT 

 

My Zoo MAGINATION PRESS 

 

Griswold David 
 
We have a whole zoo of feelings inside of us--an angry lion, a happy 
puppy, a calm sloth. Some days we feel like just one animal and some 
days we feel like them all. My Zoo helps kids to identify and accept 
different emotions. 

AUD RRP: $34.99 
ISBN13: 9781433840357 
Due Date: February 2023 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Hardback 
Pages: 32 
Size: 254 X 203 
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